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!" @T@=UTIV@ CUMM7RW 
 
This report focuses on a small-scale national project that researched the needs of women in small and 
micro businesses in Australia, with emphasis on the implications of the provision and relevance of 
vocational education and training. 
  
The research investigated the perspectives of women in small and micro business with respect to their_ 

! career aspirations, 
! education and training needs, 
! value and relevance of education and training to their future direction, 

 
and sought to consider_ 

! how women in small business talk about their careersd 
! how women in small and micro business see education and training contributing to their plansd 
! what their ebperiences are in this regardd 
! what policy directions and programs would most increase participation in education and 

training by women in small and micro businessd 
 
The research found_ 

! women in home based businesses, micro and small businesses are active lifelong learners 
! participation by women in business networks is low, although mentoring and networking are 

sought out,  
! women are mainly happy with their chosen career paths, yet had very little information at 

start-up, 
! women in small business see value in training and education and aspire to undertake further 

education and training, 
! those who had ebperienced training had found it beneficial, 
! some consider practical ebperience more relevant than formal training and put a greater 

emphasis on networks and support, 
! formalised training is not always the preferred option, 
! participation in VET was hindered by_ 

o lack of course flebibility 
o time available 
o course relevance and content 
o childcare availability and cost 
o family responsibilities 

! relevant and appropriate VET was less available in regional areas, 
! there is a concerning lack of information for women establishing their own small business, 
! a continuing lack of recognition of the skills and ebperience gained through running a small 

business. 
 
Tecommendations for the improvement of education and training for women in small and micro 
business include_ 

! improving availability and reducing costs of childcare so enhance the opportunities for women 
in micro and small business to undertake training, 

! tailoring specific government initiatives for small and micro businesses to women, as well as 
ensuring emainstreama initiatives for micro and small business are gender sensitive and so 
inclusive, in regional and rural areas as well as urban sites, 

! encouraging networks for women in small business and greater inclusion in ebisting, often male 
dominated, networks and associations, 

! improving access to and relevance of VET courses for this client group, 
! changing the VET structure rather than trying to fit women into the ebisting inappropriate one, 
! delivering VET in formats suitable to small and micro business operators, 
! recognising skills and ebperience in running a small and micro business in T-Q assessments, 
! further research into the needs of women in small and micro business. 
! initiating cross agency and cross sectoral collaboration, for delivery of innovative flebible 

frameworks, models and strategies for VET provision for small business, including women in 
micro, home based and small businesses. 
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2" IXTRMOU=TIMX 
 
This report results from research commissioned by 5ecurity8Women N58WO, one of four national 
womenfs secretariats funded through the Australian Xovernment Zffice for Women NZfWO. In 2((3 58W 
surveyed over 3((( women around Australia to ascertain a representative view of womenas priorities 
concerning their lifelong economic well-being. Respite the many differences inherent in the category 
ewomena  the women, irrespective of age, education backgrounds and socio-economic status, were 
remarkably consistent in their choices. They identified the following as five areas of highest priority_  

! work arrangements to help balance family and other responsibilities  
! affordable education and training for all ages  
! equal representation in management and leadership  
! equality of male and female wages and salaries  
! and education about financial and economic issues NRoughney U. et al*58W, 2((8O.  

 
After consideration of ebisting and contemporary research activities in these five priority areas, and 
the inter-related nature of work-related or vocational education and training NVETO with the above 
identified issues, 58W initiated research into affordable work-related education and training for women 
of all ages.  This research is timely, given the policy designed to support womenas involvement in VET 
NA?TA 2((8O, now supported by the Rept. of Education, 5cience and Training NRE5TO following the 
disbandment of A?TA. 
 
The aim of this research is to enable 58W to  

! develop recommendations based on the research findings to enhance the lifelong economic 
well being for women and^ 

! to define measures to seek policy and legislative amendments, especially in the area of work-
related education and training 

 
As a member of 58W, Women in Adult and Vocational Education Inc NWAVEO coordinated an inter-
related series of investigations to ebamine the position of women in Australia and Qifelong Qearning, a 
global policy priority adopted and promoted by the ZE\R and European hnion.  This research was 
designed to provide  esnapshotsa of different groups of women within the area of work related learning 
and VET - girls and young women^ indigenous women^ women retraining or returning to work^ women in 
micro and small business, and women from low socio-economic backgrounds.   

The key questions that were common to research conducted for each of the above groups were_ 
! Wow do women talk about their future work aspirations, careers and working livesd 
! Where do they get information fromd  Wow*do they pland 
! Wow*do women see education and training linking to their life plans and future workd  
! What are their aspirations and ebperiencesd   
! Wow can VET policies, and provision best support women in their selection of career paths, 

access to and engagement in work-related learning, especially vocational education and 
trainingd 

 
This report focuses specifically on women in micro and small businesses, the typology of work for many 
Australian women, and one that is consistently perceived as under researched and under resourced in 
VET. 
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G.> Mverview  
This literature review incorporates national and international perspectives and provides a contebt for 
women in small and micro businesses in Australia, including the identification of relevant key trends 
and issues, with emphasis upon vocational education and training. A review of government policies and 
perspectives and their impact upon women is also included.  
 
[or the purpose of this report and based on the Australian >ureau of 5tatistics N2((8aO definition, 
esmall businessa is defined as a ebusiness employing less than 2( peoplea. \ategories of small businesses 
include_ non-employing businesses such as sole proprietorships and partnerships without employees^ 
micro businesses employing less than C people, including non-employing businesses^ and other small 
businesses employing C or more people, but less than 2( people.  
 
G.9 Yey Issues and Related Trends  
“The growing economic power and influence of women–owned businesses are changing the shape of 
the global economy”  5akkio [ukuda -arr, h?as Wuman Revelopment Teport, cited in Ualbert 2((( p@. 
 
International 
The increased participation of women in small business is a worldwide trend with women owning 
between one-quarter and one-third of all businesses worldwide and accounting for 2(i to 8(i of 
worldwide annual new business start ups NWood 2(((O. In the hnited 5tates, women lead A billion 
businesses, the vast majority of which are small businesses NWood 2((( p1O. According to the h5 Zffice 
of Advocacy N2((DO ADi of the D.C million non-farm women owned business in the h5 are sole traders. 
CCi of h5 women owned businesses were in the service sector in 1@@). Importantly, a positive 
correlation between womenas business ownership and income has been found, and a negative 
correlation with poverty is also evident.  
 
`uch research into women in small business NW5>O has been reported from \anada. There are more 
than A((,((( women run businesses in \anada, with an average annual growth rate of 3.3i from 1@A@ 
to 2((8, D(i faster than the growth rate of male owned businesses N\I>\ World `arkets 2((C p1O. 
There was a C(i increase in the number of self-employed women in \anada from 1@A@ to 2((8, with 
sole traders driving this change. The average age of W5> in \anada is 81, however, this average age is 
increasing with higher growth, 8i, of women aged over CC, entering small businesses. \anadian small 
business owners are increasingly more educated, especially so for women. In 2((8, one in four W5> 
were university educated and those with eless than high school educationa fell by almost 3(i. 
Importantly, in 2((D, C(i of W5> were in jobs with higher than average wages, up from around one 
third in 1@A@ N\I>\ World `arkets 2((C pCO. 
 
In \anada, natural and applied sciences, business and finance, and technical and professional health 
care occupations are increasingly popular for W5> with a decrease in traditional areas such as esales, 
hospitality and clericala N\I>\ World `arkets 2((C p)O. 8(i of female sole proprietors are members of 
trade associations in \anada, double the amount of men.  
 
)(i of W5> in \anada are married and nearly one-third have children under the age of 12. This 
generation of women have been referred to as the esandwich generationa caring for ageing parents and 
their own children and families. Thus, it is reported that D(i of W5> in \anada are elifestylersa, trying 
to juggle work and family life N\I>\ World `arkets 2((C p1(O.  
 
The hnited Iingdom has lower rates of women owned businesses than Australia, the h5 and \anada, 
with a total of A((,((( female entrepreneurs, however, the gender gap in small business start-ups 
decreased by 8(i in 2((2, and Ci of the female population are ebpecting to start up a small business in 
the near future N5tartups 2((8O.  
 
Xational  
According to the Australian >ureau of 5tatistics N2((8aO 31.@i of all small business owners in Australia 
are women, and DA.1i are male. This proportion has remained relatively unchanged since 1@@C. There 
has been an increase in the number of W5> from 8D2,3(( in 1@@) to C2@,((( in 2((8.  
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The majority of W5> in 2((8 were aged 3(-C( years ND3.1iO, and the smallest category was under 3( 
years of age NA.2iO in 2((8. Women over C( accounted for 2A.)i of owners. There has been a change in 
the age spread of women since 1@@C, when 3)i of W5> were aged less than 3( years and 31i were 
aged 3(-C( years. 2Ai were over C( years. Thus there has been a significant increase in the age of 
W5>, similar to movements in \anada.  
 
3@.Di of women in small business work full time, compared with A(i of males. Zf these females, 2).Ci 
work more than C( hours per week. In 1@@C, DD.Ci of all part time small business workers were female, 
which decreased to CA.Di in 2((8.  
 
Home Rased Rusiness [HRR\ 
The Australian >ureau of 5tatistics NA>5O indicates that D).Ci of all small businesses in Australia are 
home based NA>5 2((8aO. Were we define a W>> as e where most of the work was carried out at the 
homeNsO of the operatorNsOa referred to as e>usiness operated at homea or ewhere the business has no 
other premises owned or rented other than the homeNsO of the operatorNsOa referred to as e>usiness 
operated from homea NA>5 2((8aO. According to the A>5, home based businesses grew 1Di in the period 
of 1@@@ to Uune 2((1, a rate 8Ci higher than the general growth rate of small business at 11i Ncited in 
Walker 2((8 pDO.  There was a 1@i growth in female W>> owners between 2((1 and 2((3 NA>5 2((8aO.  
 
There has been a significant increase in the role women play in W>>s. In the past it was more common 
for women to work alongside their partners or family members with limited formal recognition of their 
active participation, evident in research by `ulholand N1@@)O, and Towe and Wong N2(((O. This role 
change is particularly evident in regional areas where government has centred policy to encourage 
diversification within the agricultural contebt NTowe and Wong 2(((O. Women who work in the family 
farm NbusinessO are increasing their profile and adopt a more active involvement in the company 
structure e.g. as a director. As a business partner there is pressure to source new levels of information, 
along with skills, knowledge and business acumen, subsequently influencing and increasing their needs 
for lifelong learning. 
 
@ducation  
There is a shift from low to high educational levels of women in small business in Australia, in keeping 
with international trends NA>5 2((8aO. Traditionally small business operators had low educational 
attainment. Wowever, A>5 statistics between 1@AD and 2((3 indicate a steady rise in qualifications. 
Australian based research by 5heridan j \onway N2((3O on women in Armidale, ?5W confirms the entry 
of highly qualified women into small business, the study indicating that )Di of women reported some 
form of vocational or tertiary qualification and 22i of these had post graduate qualifications. In 2((1, 
Australia wide, the most commonly held level of education was school level, 81i, 3Ai held a 
\ertificate and 21i held an Advanced Riploma or above. [emales held more school level education, 
less certificates, and more Advanced Riploma or higher than males NA>5 2((8aO. 
 
Rusiness =oncept 
Teasons for commencing business have been ebtensively researched. While the reasons have not 
changed significantly, the way this information is interpreted has. 5till N2((8 p8O uses the terms 
epulleda or epusheda into running a W>> or small business as an indicator of oneas capacity and 
capability of running a business. Those pushed are also referred to as ereluctant entrepreneursa.  
 
5till N2((8O describes factors that push women from the workforce and those that pull women into 
running their own business. 5tillas research shows links between these factors, and profiles older 
women as more likely to be pushed into running a business. Zlder women are more likely to be 
married, less educated and employed permanently prior to starting up. Those motivated by pull factors 
are younger and better educated than previous generations of self employed women, and view the 
start up as fulfilling an ambition to be onefs own boss^ pursuing a business opportunity^ and taking the 
opportunity to use skills and knowledge acquired in previous employment N5till 2((8 p8O.   
 
5till N2(((, 2((1O and Walker N2(((O describe women who are unwillingly in small business, or not 
ambitious, as facing greater odds than other women in small business groups.  
This group is seen to lack ebperience and confidence in management, finance, marketing and 
employment relations N5till 2(((, 2((1, 2((2 and Walker 2(((O.  
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Zther research by Avencius and `initi Ncited in Iorn [erry 2((8O indicates motivators for business entry 
have a different impact upon the process of small business start up, such as length of time from entry, 
or business operation and return. They conclude there may be links drawn between reasons for 
business start up and a womanas ability to run her business successfully, as well as her training needs 
and potential for business growth.  
 
5till N2((3O feels that womenas disinterest in participating in business ebpansion strategies has created 
an impression that women in small business are not interested in earning money, seeking only to earn 
epin moneyk and are not serious about business growth or success.  This attitude in some instances has 
isolated women and created a eone sile fits alla approach by government policies. In fact Iempnich et 
al N1@@@O feel that policy directed at small business growth and apparent ebpectation of increasing 
employment is questionable. There are many factors influencing a small business owners decision to 
ebpand or not, including estate of the industrya, ecompetitivenessa and eability to ebploit new marketsa, 
as well as the edesires and lifestyle decisions of its owner*sa.  
 
Rusiness Xetwor#s 
Women participate less in business associations than their male counterparts. Investigations by Walker 
and Weigall N2((1O found womenas participation in local small business support organisations and 
networks very low. The barriers to participation were identified as cost, time and lack of perceived 
benefit.  [urther evidence suggested women were less interested in joining business associations where 
the structure reflected those they had left in previous employment, was hierarchical, or perceived to 
be an eold boy networkk that perpetuated male customs, traditions and negative attitudes NWalker j 
Weigall 2((1 pDO.   
 
The literature review identified a tendency for women to develop their own networks, viewed 
negatively by researchers because they may increase differences and disadvantage as covered by 
Walker and Weigall N2((1O. The Australian Xovernment has identified belonging to business networks as 
a major support for small business start up and utilises such groups as key mechanisms through which 
funds and resources are directed. 5ince women are less likely to join business associations there is 
creation of a gap in communication from W5> and government, and thus the creation of government 
policies.  
 
=areer 7spirations 
Women do not tend to follow linear career pathways and access to career information is limited.  The 
literature identified that women have limited access to appropriate career information and are still 
encouraged to follow a traditional career pattern despite indications that this does not meet their 
interest or needs. \onclusions drawn in the work of `itchell, Qevin and Irumboltl N1@@@O, and -atton j 
`c`ahon N2((1O highlight that few women have career ambitions and career paths, and most operate 
randomly, especially when moving in and out of the workforce to study or for family reasons. 
Tesearchers -ringle j Ribon N2((3O, 5till N2((1O and -atton and `c `ahon N1@@)O all write in general 
agreement that current models for career development and counselling do not recognile movements of 
women into small business as an employment option.  
 
Wood N2(((O outlines the growth of younger women entering the small business field, including a >ank 
survey of \anadians aged between 1A -3C years which showed that their first career choice was to be 
an entrepreneur, outpacing traditional careers such as finance, medicine and law. Australian research 
by 5till and Walker N2((1O has also indicated this shift. It could be suggested that since career advisors 
and teachers are being targeted to encourage awareness of small business as an alternative career, 
there may be a growth of young entrepreneurs in Australia.  
 
Nuture Relevance of @ducation and Training 
In brief, the literature identified five key issues which impact upon small businessa interest and ability 
to participate in vocational training, including_ 

1. Tendency to view vocational training as irrelevant 
2. Qack of appropriate and suitable training   
3. Training is required to be practical or demonstrate an immediate benefit  
8. Training is viewed as a cost and not valued 
C. Qack of training culture and value upon formal learning 
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1. Small business owners tend to view VET as irrelevant  
The needs and issues associated with training requirements for the small business area have been well 
researched. Walker N2((8O, Iearns N2((2O, Enrich j >illet N2((8O agree that VET has not been able to 
meet the needs of small business operators. There is a tendency for educational provision to be based 
upon the needs of large businesses rather than small, the lack of applied teaching makes it irrelevant 
and the mode of offering is not suited to small business needs and practices NIempnich and >utler j 
>illet 1@@@O. There has been much emphasis in VET for policy to find ways to fit W5> into the ebisting 
structure and dominant culture. It has been suggested that VET policy makers should be investigating 
ewhat assistance*knowledge*incentivea women need to enter VET, then eidentifying the training, 
resources, networksa required NIempnich et al 1@@@O.    
 
2. Lack of appropriate and suitable training  
Riscussion in a report on women and small business, by the ?ational >oard of Employment, Education j 
Training N?>EETO N1@@8O described training as not focused, flebible or short, with no reliable way of 
finding out which trainers and programs are high quality and good value. This review reaffirmed that 
constructing training which is convenient, low cost and of immediate relevance to practical business 
was a significant issue for the VET sector.  
 
3. Training is required to be practical or demonstrate immediate benefit  
The need for small business operators to see immediate improved performance requiring short and 
precise training is repeatedly described in research. Zn the job training is the most utilised form of 
training by small business that prefer to learn this way and access training from suppliers and seminars 
run by industry or organilations NIearns 2((2O. ?\VET N2((8O report that of 1A1 small businesses almost 
one third of the sample had attended relevant courses in the last 12 months, over a third had 
undertaken on the job training, 3( percent had learnt from a consultant or mentor and over D( percent 
had attended a business related meeting or seminar.  
 
8. Training is viewed as a cost and not valued   
In terms of the uptake of training, researchers were in general agreement that time and small margins 
prevented operators from participation in training. Walker j Webster N2((8O present the opinion that 
small business still viewed training as a cost and not an investment and not their responsibility but that 
of government. Zn the other hand, government*s are placing employment contracts in the hands of 
employees who may have little power over decisions on training. This further removes the 
responsibility for training from employers NIempnich, >utler j >illett 1@@@O.  
 
C. Lack of training culture and value of formal learning  
Znly CCi of small businesses provided some form of training compared with large businesses at @(i.  
[ormal training remains something that is difficult for the majority of small business operators to 
access NA>5 1@@@O.   
 
Rest practice 
An ?\VET N2((3O report identified strategies suited to small business success as building networks and 
clusters, mentoring, workplace coaching, action learning and benchmarking. Wome based self 
employed people and small businesses found benefits in their memberships of such groups, which acted 
as a form of support for stress management, sources of information, and a valuable way of identifying 
immediate solutions to client problems. The use of networks and mentoring for women as part of a 
training strategy has been encouraged and adopted by several leading training models such as the 
Victorian Womenfs Trust, Womenas Enterprise \entres and Aboriginal Womenas mIoori means businessm.   
 
>illet, Ehrich j Wernon-Tinning N2((3aO describe a model which includes a combination of the agency 
Ni.e. motivation, interest and effortO of the small business operators alongside localised support in the 
form of guidance Nof different kindsO to achieve the best learning outcomes. This model has an action 
learning strategy as a critical element in forming good practice training for small business. 5ome 
ebamples discussed could take the form of provision of a video or TV program to introduce a concept 
which outlines the subject, a handbook or online reference for content and written ebamples followed 
up by the availability of a mentor or trainer to discuss learning or issues as they arise.   
 
\ritical to this proposed model is the use of chunking of information as required by the learner^ 
practically applied to day to day operations and the ability to seek assistance as required. The 
literature recommends further research to identify the application of this work with regard to W5>. 
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G.G Impact of ]overnment Policy  
The Australian Xovernment has taken an active interest in supporting women in small business as a 
consequence of womenas increased entry into this field of work since the early 1@@(as. >enefits to 
government of encouraging women in small business include economic growth and an avenue for 
reducing unemployment figures.  
 
The focus of government initiatives has, however, not always achieved participation by women in small 
business. The literature reviewed indicates a paradob- that government policy has worked both to 
support and also to restrict women in small business. The focus has tended to emphasise growth of 
business, which is not necessarily what women owners want. This is best outlined by Iorn [erry 
International N2((1O who ebplains that governments worldwide, including Australiaas, have tended to 
focus support on high growth firms which create A(i of all new jobs internationally. -ast trends 
indicate this is not often an area women will commence business.  
 
The Australian Xovernmentas approach has also focused upon capital growth, and on trying to npick 
winnersk or businesses with the greatest potential NIorn [erry International 2((1O. As a consequence of 
the focus of these policies 5till j Walker N2((3O believe Australian women have been driven away by 
strategies meant to assist them. The distribution of funds through male dominated small business 
networks and associations has placed women at a disadvantage.  
 
-olicy that asserts employment contracts shifts responsibility from both government and employers to 
employees, to ensure employees are properly trained, thus resulting in lower levels of training, and 
resulting in economic disadvantages to women, small business and ultimately the economy as a whole.    
 
Xovernment VET policies have focused on tailoring women to current traditional VET structures rather 
than tailoring VET to the needs of W5>. Thus, W5> have been operating under circumstances of limited 
access to appropriate education and training. VET policy continues to disallow flebibility of time, 
delivery and currency, discouraging participation.  
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&" PRM^@=T MR^@=TIV@C 
 
The aim of this -roject was to consider_ 

! Wow women in small business talk about their careersd  
! Wow women in small business see education and training contributing to their plansd 
! What their ebperiences are in this regardd 
! What policy directions and programs would best support the interlinking of areas of 

education and training for women in small businessd 
 
Methodology  
The project was designed to use a purposefully selected national sample of women engaged in small 
and micro business to ebplore the ebperiences and needs of these women in relation to VET. These 
aims were addressed by undertaking a national and international literature review to provide a 
contebtual framework to interpret the project findings. Rata for the project were collected from a 
national sample of women engaged in small business using individual interviews and an online survey 
sourced via lead associations and networks.  
 
The interviews were conducted with 2( contacts from key groups who worked with women entering or 
operating a small business, ranging from small business development corporations, enterprise centres 
and small business support officers to TA[E lecturers. Ruring this stage we were interested in 
identifying the developmental steps, such as preparation by upskilling and gaining ebperience before 
beginning a business. Interviews also aimed to identify if women utilised associated support services 
through local business groups and the level of this. Two regional areas were targeted. 
 
The information collected at interviews was audio taped, transcribed and analysed using  
content analysis methods to provide a list of themes and categories that described the  
ebperiences, barriers and suggestions relating to VET for the women in the sample group. 
 
The second stage of primary data collection involved a web based survey. The survey provides insight 
into the characteristics of those involved in small business, their training needs, level of interest in 
lifelong learning, future career aspirations and their views on the relevance of VET. The survey also 
sought how to better engage the sector in education and training including support needs, and to 
decipher what influences interest in attending training and education. Rata from the online survey 
were collated and analysed using the software package 5-55. 
 
[inally, narrative accounts from interviews with two women engaged in small business have been 
recorded and transcribed, as micro ebamples of responses to the key questions listed in Introduction.  
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'" R@CUHTC  
 
F.> Rac#ground Oata 
The spread of respondents across rural and metropolitan areas was almost equal. D(i of respondents 
were from Western Australia, 11.@i from Victoria, 1(.8i from the A\T, @i from 5outh Australia and 
the remainder spread across ?5W, cQR and the ?T.  
 
31.Ai of women were aged 3C o 88 years, and a higher percentage of women, 3@.8i, were aged 
between 8C oC8 years and D.1i were aged between CC-D8 years.  
 
D@i of respondents indicated they were born in Australia, and 21i indicated they were not.  
AC.)i had permanent residency and 2.Ai did not. AA.Di of respondents spoke mainly English at home^ 
one woman spoke 5wedish, and another Thai. 1(i did not answer these questions. 1C.)i of women 
reported having a disability, with half of these indicating a medical, or medical and physical condition.  
 
C.)i of respondents were of Indigenous or Torres 5trait Islander backgrounds. Zf the four indigenous 
women who participated and identified themselves as Indigenous or Torres 5trait Islander, one woman 
completed school to pear 1( and the remaining 3 women held Vocational \ertificates or Riplomas. All 
were attending some form of training at TA[E, hniversity or A\E. Two held Workplace \ertificates IV 
and were in the age group of 8C- C8 years.  Zne of the women ran businesses in farming and 
bookkeeping and the second described her business as earts and jewellerya. >oth these women 
indicated they earned main and secondary incomes.  
 
F.9 @ducation  
8(i of respondents indicated they held qualifications. Zf those with qualifications, D1i held vocational 
qualifications and 3@i had university qualifications. 3(i overall responded that they did not hold 
qualifications that related to their business. At the time of the survey 1A.Di of respondents indicated 
they were undertaking VET and D8.3i were not. Zf the 13 currently in training, @ were completing 
computer based training at TA[E, 2 were at hniversity, and 2 were at Adult \ommunity Education 
\ourses NA\EO.  
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F.G @mployment 
Traditional areas in which women in Australia operate businesses were upheld in the survey. The 
respondents also worked in broader areas including manufacturing D.1i, engineering D.1i and primary 
production D.1i, reflective of the rural participation in this survey. 8)i of those operating a micro or 
small business indicated their business was their main source of income and 1A.Di indicated secondary. 
 
In the micro business area, 3D.8i indicated running a portfolio operation. There was clear evidence 
that some of the micro business operators were running various activities to supplement their income, 
present in both the regional and metropolitan contebt.   
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Tegional response comments indicated the need to have various skills to generate an income. Ebamples 
of the range of services provided by respondents included_ retail, manufacturing, teaching, design 
and publishing, business support, distribution of different products `Tupperwarea, candles and oils, 
artists, and authors. 

 
F.D Rusiness =oncept  
3D.8 i of the small businesses employed just one person, another 3D.8i employed between 2- C 
people, with @i employing C -2( people. The highest number employed in a small business in this study 
was 2(. 
 
Ctructure and hours of operation  
A trust was the most common form of business structure identified. 5ole Trader was the second 
highest. 88.3i of women said they were employed full time, and 81.8i said they were employed part 
time. Zf those working part-time 2Ci did work in other employment such as volunteering or lecturing. 
Zf significance are the hours worked weekly by each of the types of business structures, with 5ole 
Traders registering the highest average number of hours N33O and \ompanies the second highest with 
3(.2C hours. It is important to note the high number of hours some women work across all the types of 
structures. The longest hours worked ranged from 3( for a Trust to A( for a 5ole Trader. The average 
hours for those running a secondary business was D hours.  
 
Hocation  
C(i of operators ran their businesses at home, and 1A.Di rented a space, whilst 8.3i chose eothera, 
N2).1i did not answerO. The average number of years of operation for Trusts and -artnerships was 12 
years, for \ompanies it was @ years and 5ole Traders 8.C years. 
 
Rusiness aspirations and phases of business development 
Zf the 3D who responded eyesk to having ebpanded their business, C@i responded to market ebpansion, 
3(i responded to higher levels of production and 11 i responded to increasing employees.  
 

Reasons for 1xpansion in Next TBo Cears
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It is important to note that there was evidence of a correlation between years of operation and 
business ebpansion. [or those operating less than C years there was no intention of ebpanding. 
Wowever, amongst those operating between C-1( years there was a wish to ebpand. Zver 1( years of 
operation this was less consistent.  

 
F.F Training  
81.1i responded that they had participated in training. C).1i indicated they wanted and needed 
training. 
 
@mployees and training  
This research found the level of access to training in the past year for employees of small businesses as 
low.  38.3i of employees had not participated in training in the past D months, whilst 22.Ai reported 
they had.  
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Teasons for why respondents chose to undertake their education or training are reflected in the 
following statements_ 

eto improve my business and help with employment outside the business’ and ‘to improve my 
knowledge and career options.’ 

 
Those who described the benefits of gaining or completing training described it as a positive 
ebperience and that it had a direct flow-on affect to their business_  

 eI will be able to compose my own graphics instead of paying someone else to do it’ and ‘to 
improve my business operations and also job prospects’ and ‘to better organise, distribute and 
market my business’. 
 

Normat of training  
\omments revealed agreement with researchers that small business operators are looking for short 
training delivery formats, which are directly relevant to their skills enhancement or business.  [or 
ebample, a common form of training undertaken was computer based courses in part-time workshops 
or evening seminar formats. Accounting rated highly with respondents, describing working closely with 
accountants to understand their books and financial controlling.  5ome respondents had attended a 
small business start up course based within community networks. `any rural respondents had 
undertaken the Workplace Assessor and \ertificate IV Training to assist them in filling local regional 
employment gaps and business economic shortfalls. The remainder tended to undertake specialist 
micro business or small business training related to their business field. Tespondents emphasised the 
need for short, face-to-face training, mentoring and networking.   
 
NleAible and online learning 
1).2i of respondents indicated they had ebperienced online training and 88.3i were interested in 
online training. Those who had utilised flebible learning had obtained courses by phone, online or self 
paced courses and included overseas programmes.  
 
F.J Rusiness Xetwor#s 
28i of respondents indicated they belonged to a business association with 3A.Di indicating they belong 
to a professional or industry group. 8Di of those belonging had assistance with training via their 
professional groups or industry specific associations. Alternatively, there was still a remaining 3Ai who 
had not accessed training via these groups or networks.  
 
F.; =areer  
=areer aspirations  
8).2i indicated they had decided on their career and were confident in their chosen career path, with 
21.8i of respondents indicating eto do more of the samea or eoperate their own micro or small 
businessa. 31.8i gave no answer. 18.3i indicated that their future career was different to their current 
business while 88.3 i indicated that their future and current career aspirations were the same and 
they were satisfied with this career.  
 
=areer information provision and format 
)8.1 i of respondents had received nno career informationk when selecting their present job, 11.1i 
utilised personal research, ).8i had received some information from >usiness Enterprise \entres N>E\sO 
and, ).8i had received career information from school. 38.2i of the career information that had been 
accessed was via written forms, 2Di via the internet, 1A.8i verbally, 13.2i friends and ).@i a mentor.  
 
Type of information required for future wor#  
2A.1i indicated they had strategies to ebpand their business and described the different 
pathways*formats taken to access information. 1C.Di indicated they had networked with targeted 
groups who were in a similar field or sharing different ebperiences. 12.Ci indicated options for 
business ideas, courses and newly emerging businesses. @.8i of respondents each mentioned 
occupational demand, costs of running a business and marketing, auditing and payroll, demand for 
languages and new and emerging jobs.  
 
In responding to types of information that would assist their future careers, two distinct areas of need 
were identified^ business related information and general career information.  
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In response to what kind of information would assist them to make more informed decisions about their 
future work, 2A.1 i wanted strategies for improved information on training, specifically, better career 
information before selecting courses. The second highest response of 1C.Di indicated the need for 
networking opportunities with people in similar fields or those operating a micro or small business. 
There was an interest for mentoring and face to face provision of career information or guidance 
captured in responses such as nto meet people who had worked and developed up their own business 
in a face to face contextk and nto share ideas and ask questionsk of those who have been in the same 
or similar situation.   
 
F.Q Nuture Relevance of @ducation and Training  
DCi rated the significance of education and training as ehigha, a further 18.@i rated it erelatively higha 
with only a small group 2.8i, giving it a elowa significance.   
 

Rating of Signifi3an3e of 1du3ation E Training 
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`any used such words as eessentiala, evitally importanta, eyou canat do anything without it these daysa.  
`ost respondents ebpressed a direct relationship or benefit to their business operations such as_ 
 

“Training is important as there are specific industry or market place changes that make you 
need to seek out ways of developing better services more attuned to markets needs’ 

 and  
‘I must continue to build upon my skills to provide a better service.’ 

  
There was also a group who felt that practical ebperiences out-weighed formal education preferring a 
greater emphasis upon networks and support.  
 

“Only small amounts when necessary via industry groups” 
 and  

“At this stage of my business development, formal education and training is less important 
than individual support.” 

 
Ways to support and encourage women into TA[E courses mainly covered four categories^  elower costa^ 
efinancea^ ementoringa and edirect contact with other womena.   
 
5ample comments_ 

 etry to encourage women to get involved by specifically targeting them’, ‘specific workers 
aimed solely at helping women in this area to simplify the system and requirements’, ‘lower 
costs’ and ‘publicise courses for women as it is good to support one another’ and ‘Women only 
seminars are a non threatening environment’. 
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Nuture training requirements 
3C.3i indicated an interest in seeking qualifications that were relevant to their future business. C).1i 
of respondents indicated a significant need for future training with less than 1(i indicating they had no 
future training need.   

 
Views and eAperience of V@T 
Zf the C8.Ai of respondents who answered this question, all rated their ebperience with VET as 
positive. 8C.2i had not accessed the VET sector. 2(i of respondents did not consider VET as supporting 
their career aspirations while 2).1i indicated it did. \omments in regard to TA[E courses indicated 
that they are often too long in duration, incorrectly timed for businesses hours and did not convey 
current information. Also, lecturers lack practical ebperience running a business, and had a lack of 
ebposure to new areas people where intending to operate in. Tespondentas comments included_  

ndelivery times that suit and short duration of individual sessions “ and “childcare is an 
issue”. “Being able to leave the business so you can participate” and ‘Information on hand. 
Living on a farm, I found it very difficult to source information and get the right support”. 
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J.> Yey 7gency Oiscussions and Interviews 
Riscussions and interviews were conducted with support services in metropolitan and regional areas. 
These occurred as individual and small group discussions and via telephone. There were 
representatives from \hambers of \ommerce N\ of \O, >usiness Enterprise \entres N>E\O, Area 
\onsultative \ommittees and relevant Xovernment Agencies.  
 
J.9 The role of women in small business  
There was general agreement and confirmation amongst all groups that women had increased their 
participation in small businesses in their communities. There was also agreement that women were 
slowly moving away from traditional areas and roles, particularly evident in regional areas. Wowever, 
on the whole, areas of operation were still predominantly in the traditional retail service sector, 
childcare, health and community.  

‘We have a woman who operates in our region providing a dental service which employs 
several people who are based in this region, part-time and fly in and fly out. This business is 
highly successful and evolved to meet a local need’. N>AO 
 

J.G Push or pull factors of women entering small business 
Interviews confirm that many women had initiated their W>> in response to work that had been 
outsourced. Agencies outlined that women are providing contracted services back to previous 
employers or running services in response to the high casualisation of the workforce, believing this 
small business option will give them the flebibility required to support their family economically and 
promote family*work life balance.  
 
J.D Cole parentas entry and economic hardship 
5everal agencies raised concern about the focus on promoting W>> and micro business operation 
because it is promoted as fitting around family life and is perceived as having high income potential. 
`any agencies caution that this is a misconception, as to earn a high income, long hours are required. 
Agencies highlighted that some micro or small businesses provide contracted services with low income 
potential that may cause economic hardship, yet if women cease this form of employment they fear 
there is no alternative employment. As such, they may be operating three or four different services to 
create adequate income to support their family. 
 
Agencies raised concern about the encouragement of sole parents into W>> and small business.  

 “After completing the course these women (many of who are sole parents) set up their home 
based business with the best of intentions however because of the juggling of family 
commitments, combined with the lack of financial support during the start up phase, they 
often don’t last longer than 12 months.k N>E\O 

 
This concern was endorsed by C of the agencies providing services for small business start up.  All 
representatives mentioned how this does not help women return to work nor build their confidence in 
running a business often setting back their confidence and economic security.  
 
J.F )omenas representation and participation in business networ#s 
It was evident from these discussions that metropolitan based women were more successful than others 
in achieving participation in business associations. This success occurred where there were close links 
between groups such as local government via \onsultative \ommittees, service providers such as 
>usiness Enterprise \entres, and where specific funds could be obtained or were set aside specifically 
for attracting and increasing womenas participation.  
 
`ost \hamber of \ommerce groups indicated they had difficulty attracting and retaining women small 
business operators as members, with most memberships of women as partners to their husbands. This 
is particularly relevant to how government instigates policy and funds groups to support small business 
strategies for women.   

 ‘Very few women run their own business via C of C and mainly attend because of their 
husbands’. N\ of \O 
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 eMost women starting out do not want to get involved or committed to complicated business 
networks or seminars relating to business expansion. They need practical referral, guidance 
and not too much red tape’. N>E\O 

 
J.J Recognition 
Access to appropriate training for small business was recognised as an issue here as it was in the online 
survey, with many groups indicating that TA[E was unable to provide adequate training to meet the 
needs of small business operators. The issues included format, timing of training and relevance to the 
small business person. In some regions, a TA[E service is non ebistent. Agencies also highlight lack of 
small business skills recognition. The issue of lack of recognition of small business qualifications was 
raised by several >usiness Enterprise \oordinators during discussions who indicated that many 
operators ebperience difficulty in securing employment after deciding to no longer work for a small 
business. Zperators may run several businesses over their careers and as such have learnt their 
enterprise or business acumen informally or on the job o without formal qualifications. This lack of 
formal qualification acts as a hindrance to securing other forms of employment.   

 ‘There needs to be a Certificate for small business skills. Most small business people learn 
through the “University of Life”- trial and error. When finishing or selling a small business 
they have no qualifications, a lot of experience and knowledge but no qualifications. For a 
small business person to then find work it becomes very difficult. They have no paperwork to 
support them and have to start again’. N>E\O 

 
J.; )omen restricted in business eApansion  
The choice to ebpand a business for women is often complicated by access to quality childcare and 
their role within the family. Agencies emphasised access to finance as an issue for women with 
limitations due to setting up based on minimal capital. 

 ‘The difficulty is, many micro small business people are put off by the way business 
associations, and networks seem to be promoting ‘big is better’.  Women operators get the 
wrong impression as though they have to view themselves as highly successful or be exporters 
of products overseas to join associations. A need to demonstrate the attitude of ‘I mean 
business’ supported by the stereotypical business success.  For some women simply getting 
through the week meeting their customer or service needs and providing for their family is 
enough at the moment, they don’t want the pressure and hype’. N>E\O 
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;.> Yey =haracteristics of )omen in Cmall Rusiness  
This research confirms womenas continued strong participation and interest in small business.  
It captured the popular participation of 3(-C( year old women into the small business option with 
)1.2i aged 3C-C8 years. 2(.Di were between the age of 2C- 3C but only 3i were under 2Cyears of age. 
This is in line with international and Australian statistics.  
 
The rate of disability in this survey N1C.)iO is lower than for the general female population N2(.1iO 
NA>5 2((3O, possibly suggesting barriers to access for women with a disability into small business. 
Waving a disability may also impact upon support needs in business and accessibility of education and 
training and this must be considered by businesses, education providers and the government. 
 
There was a higher rate of Aboriginal and*or Torres 5trait Islander people NC.)iO in this survey than the 
general population N2.8iO which may indicate good accessibility NA>5 2((8bO. The education and 
training participation for this group was also high.  
 
;.9 @ducation 
This research reinforces the reported high level of qualifications of women involved in operating small 
businesses both nationally and internationally, however, the concentration of education and training, 
in the reviewed group, seemed to have occurred before starting up their small business. VET has a high 
importance in providing qualifications before business start up and during operation.  
 
;.G Training 
The survey response confirms evidence of low levels of participation in training for employees in small 
business, even though there is a desire by many to undertake training. This is consistent with the 
literature review findings, which raises concern about the growth and quality of small business and the 
employment nature of such groups who were unable to provide training for employees due to 
economic, logistical or attitudinal issues.  
 
Hifelong learning needs 
In considering the indications of the lifelong learning needs of women in small business there were four 
groups identified_  

! Xroup 1_ This group aimed to improve their direct skill in the business and to improve business 
operations  

! Xroup 2_  This group had immediate needs to eupdate skillsk which did not imply business 
relevance or application however responses indicated it was in an area in which they were 
already skilled.  This included a mibture of responses from those attending TA[E, A\E and 
hniversity based courses.   

! Xroup 3_ This group indicated a need to improve skills to support their business however this 
was to offset their partneras skills or knowledge levels.  

! Xroup 8_ This groupas training was not directly relevant to their business but to other 
employment or as part of their continued professional development. This group tended to be in 
the age group of 8C- C8 years. 

It is important for education policy makers and providers to consider the individual needs of each of 
these groups to encourage participation. 
 
;.D Rusiness =oncept 
Very small and micro businesses were the most popular in this research, with the structure of the 
reviewed small businesses broadening into an array of trusts, sole trader, company and partnerships 
structures. This is in keeping with international and national statistics. The high numbers of hours 
worked by women were concentrated in sole traders and companies, presumably because of the lack of 
staff support to cover workloads. The number of women working full time was slightly higher in the 
survey than the national average.  
 
Walf of the women ran their business from home, in line with literature review findings that highlighted 
the large increase in numbers of small businesses that run from the home.  
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Iey agency concerns about the economic and social risks of running a W>> are important for 
government and education providers to take note of, and apply methods to try to minimise those risks, 
particularly for already eat-riska groups.  
 
5ignificant to the research findings is the positive relationship of business phase to training 
requirements and the potential ebpansion of small business. This is important as an indicator of the 
potential of small business to contribute to the economy. There is effort by operators to plan for 
ebpansion after some time in operation, which has implications for increased need for access to 
lifelong learning.  The market, levels of production and employee numbers were popular areas of 
ebpansion each requiring specific education and training needs. Agency discussions highlighted barriers 
to ebpansion as work*life balance issues including access to child care and family responsibilities, as 
well as access to further finance. Teasons for the 21.8i of respondents who did not wish to ebpand 
their business include these issues as well as a lack of desire to have a bigger business, as for some, 
meeting business requirements and providing for their families is satisfying.   
 
;.F @mployment 
Pull and Push Nactors   
-roject data suggests that women were in some ways being pushed into small business due to their 
regional location as a consequence of lack of employment opportunities and through their personal 
circumstances related to past employment or logistical requirements attributable to family 
responsibilities.  As noted earlier, women are providing services back to past employers for work that is 
being outsourced, rather than performed in-house. Women are being pulled into small business by the 
lure of being oneas own boss, escaping male dominated environments and structures, and the 
possibility of better work*life balance.  
 
Cignificance of Time for the Cmall Rusiness Mperators  
?early one-fifth of women indicated that their business provided a secondary income, and more than 
one third of women were running several services to make up their income. The research also 
confirmed that many small business operators are involved in several roles as volunteers, carers and 
other forms of supplementary employment. This clearly has implications for those targeting and aiming 
to involve small businesses in training or education as time is scarce. The findings from this project 
agree with the work of 5till N2((3O and Walker N2((8O which confirmed that work and family 
responsibilities still play an important role in the location, operation and role of women in their small 
business.  
 
;.J =areer 
Tesearch confirmed that most women operating in a small business were comfortable in the careers 
they had chosen. There is clear evidence of a gap in the provision of career information which suggests 
the need for improved access. [or three quarters of the women to have received no career information 
about their current job is certainly of concern. The want for information in electronic format should 
influence education providers to ensure this format is available, as well as popular written and verbal 
sources of information. There was significant ebperience and interest in on-line learning by 
respondents, and in flebible delivery overall. \onstraints of time and location of respondents would be 
factors influencing this preference. It is significant that nearly one third of women wanted more 
information on career pathways before choosing a course, proving they are thinking about their future 
careers, rather than just immediate training and education needs.  
 
This research is consistent with other research in this field. Tespondents required both business related 
and general career information. Xiven womenas dislike for male dominated networks, womenas 
business networks have a large potential to fill an information gap.  
 
;.; Rusiness Xetwor#s 
The survey confirmed national and international research with regard to the level of memberships and 
interaction between business associations and small business operators, 
Womenas participation in industry bodies was 3A.Di, which is consistent with the work of >illet N2(((O 
and Iearns N2((8O who both recognise these groups as sources of current and specific information for 
small business operators, with training that relates primarily to product or industry developments.  
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;.Q Nuture Relevance of @ducation and Training 
It is clear that W5> value education and training overall, for both their current business and future 
careers. In terms of VET, for those who had accessed it, all found it a positive ebperience, however, 
nearly half of the women had not accessed VET, and 2(i would not consider it useful for their future. 
In line with the literature review, the respondents were unhappy with the duration, timing and 
currency of VET courses and their lecturers, confirming the conclusions of the Women and 5mall 
>usiness 5upplementary Teport N1@@8O, Walker N2((8O, Iearns N2(((O, and >illet N2((CO, that VET has 
been unable to meet the needs of small business operators. Access to onsite or good quality childcare 
and the associated financial cost was an additional factor preventing participation.  
 
Also of concern to W5> is a lack of recognition of ebisting skills gained through ebperience. Ebemptions 
from modules where women have a proven knowledge would go some way to encouraging further 
education and training through VET, and would see confidence and opportunities rise in those moving 
between employers or businesses.  
 
[rom these results, it could be concluded that for those who participate in VET, the ebperience is 
positive, but for those who donat there are significant barriers to be overcome before they will access 
VET.  These barriers are part of a historically male dominated and trade influenced structure which 
needs significant overhaul to encourage participation by W5>.  
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Q.> Yey Policy Implications 
-olicy directions and programs that would best support women in the interlinking areas of education 
and training for W>>, micro and small business are outlined below. 
 
It is recommended that the government tailor policies, resourcing and related strategies to meet the 
needs of women in Wome >ased >usinesses, `icro and 5mall businesses through_  

! Investigating the information and skill needs, and knowledge requirements of W>> and 
micro small business areas for business longevity, taking into account the different types of 
business pathways women seek. 

! Identifying and promoting best practice work*life balance information and advice in 
business start up programmes.  

! Tesearching the impact womenas life paths have upon business development, including 
ways to alleviate time issues  

! Identifying the different needs of those pushed or pulled into small business and how best 
to meet such needs 

! Rirecting funding towards women via specific tailored women centred small business 
associations or networks  

! Tedirecting funding to business groups that demonstrate a percentage of womenas 
participation or membership, with follow up. Additionally government policy needs to 
encourage interest in ebisting small business start up groups and associations to increase 
the participation, entry or involvement of women  

! -rovision of tab incentives for childcare and after school care to support womenas 
participation in education, training and employment opportunities.  This would also reduce 
the economic burden and potential constraints these areas place upon the business 
development process and community entrepreneurship. 

 
Vocational @ducation and Training [V@T\ 
5ince the inception of a national approach, the VET sector has continually struggled to ensure a 
relevant and workable national focus, engagement or monitoring of needs, issues and trends of the 
small business sector, with even less attention being directed to women in this sector. Attention has 
mainly been given to the training needs of medium business, larger corporations or industries.  
 
It is recommended that government_  

! 5eek agreement at state and national levels to ensure data gathering, collation and 
disaggregation that is consistent, cumulative, regular and accurate for women in micro and 
small business, and that such data are included in national reporting mechanisms. 

! Ensure that targets are set for and embedded in state VET plans to ensure delivery of 
outcomes in relation to accessibility, appropriateness and relevance of training, for W5>. 

! Investigate, trial and evaluate successful frameworks and models for the delivery of 
training at local and regional levels, which encompass the immediate and longer-term 
needs of women.   

! Work with groups, including womenas groups and representatives, in the small business 
sector to respond to small business needs, current and projected. This approach needs to 
adopt a shared partnership in training development, delivery and responsiveness to current 
and future market trends. 

! -rovide funds for the development and implementation of strategies that address the 
image and culture of VET, including targeting women micro and small business operators as 
owner managers and as employers. 

! Revelop strategies that support the recognition of prior learning, specifically the skills of 
women micro and small business operators. 

! Initiate cross agency and cross sectoral collaboration, for delivery of innovative flebible 
frameworks, models and strategies for VET provision for small business, including women in 
micro, home based and small businesses. 
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=areer Oevelopment  
While increased entry of women into W>>, micro and small business has continued, the amount of 
career related information provided in this field has not recognised the needs of women nor kept pace 
with newly emerging trends and issues.  
It is recommended_ 

! That government construct targeted strategies through womenas networks and via community 
based agencies to provide greater access to information to better inform women in selecting 
courses and career paths. 

! That government improve access to self assessment and raise awareness of knowledge, 
aptitudes and skills required for micro and small business operators. 

 
 
 

I" =MX=HUCIMX 
Women are becoming increasingly involved in home based and micro small businesses due to push 
factors such as lack of employment opportunities, location, discouragement from past employment 
ebperiences and the logistics of family commitments, and pull factors such as being oneas own boss, 
escape from male dominated environments, and the pursuit of a better work*life balance. This small 
study illustrates the need for further research into the needs of women in this area. 
 
-ast government policies have assisted women with entry into certain types of small businesses, 
especially those with large potential for growth.  Wowever, this is not the aim of most women in small 
business, at least in the short to medium term. The dispersion of funding through male-dominated 
business networks that are poorly attended by women is also preventative for women. VET policy has 
attempted to tailor women, who are strong potential life long learners, to traditional structures that 
are inflebible and discourage participation, rather than tailoring VET to the current needs of women in 
small business. This marginalisation is further ebacerbated for those women whose work location is 
that of either micro businesses or W>>s. 
 
Women in small businesses, however categorised, find that they are compelled to move between 
agencies and organisations, but have no policy esafety neta, even though they are a vital part of the 
Australian economy and business world. Thus collaborative and inclusive policies, in VET as well as 
other work-related policy esilosa for 21st century working women that are cross-sectoral and flebible 
enough for both local and state implementation, are desperately needed for women in small 
businesses.  
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7PP@XOI=@C 
7ppendiA I   Rac#ground Ctatistics 
 

=haracteristics Xumber Percenta
ge 

(- 28 years 2 3.(i 
2C-38 years ) 1(.Di 
3C-88 years 21 31.Ai 
8C-C8 years 2D 3@.8i 

CC-D8 years 8 D.1i 
DCtyears  (.(i 

?o answer D @.1i 
Where do you resided    
-ostcode regional 3( 8@i 
-ostcode metropolitan  31 C1i 
Where do you resided    

A\T ) 1(.8i 
cQR 1 1.Ci 

5A D @.(i 
WA 8( C@.)i 
VI\ A 11.@i 
TA5  (.(i 
?T 1 1.Ci 

?5W 8 D.(i 
?o answer  (.(i 

Where you born in Australiad   
pes 8A D@i 
?o 1C 21i 

?o answer  ) 1(i 
Are you of Aboriginal or Torres 5trait 
islander origind 

  

pes 8 C.)i 
?o  C@ A8.3i 

?o answer  ) 1(i 
`ain language spoken at home    

English D2 AA.Di 
Thai  1  

5wedish 1 1.8i 
?o answer  ) 1(i 

Ro you have permanent residenced   
pes D( AC.)i 
?o  2 2.Ai 

?o response  A 11.Ci 
Ro you have a disability, impairment 
or long-term conditiond 

  

pes 11 1C.)i 
?o C2 )8.3i 

?o response ) 1(i 
Indicated area    

`edical condition 3  
Wearing *deaf 1  
`ental Illness 1  

-hysical   
Vision 2  

-hysical and medical C  
`ental, physical, vision and hearing 2 combined 

Zther 1  
Qearning Rifficulty   

Reep Anbiety    
Riabetes  1  

-ulmonary [ibrosis  1  
\ombined    
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7ppendiA II  Oiscussion ]roups 
 
Workshops were held with key groups including^  

! Australian Institute of Zffice -rofessionals o a large number of these women operate small and 
micro businesses  

! West \oast \ollege TA[E  
! hpper and Qower 5outh West Enterprise \entres   

 
cuestions  
 
Introduction  
ProLect Introduced and bac# ground information provided  

! Riscuss briefly what you are doing currently training or employment wised  
 
Target group identification 

! What is your current situation with regard to running your businessd Wow would you describe 
your present phase of business developmentd 

 
Training and education  

! What has been your ebperienced  
! Wow do you feel about participating in education and trainingd  
! What sort of training will assist you in your future goalsd 
! Is running your business a short or long term career decisiond 

 
Cupports group participation and access to information  

! What supports did you or have you accessedd  
! Ro you belong to a professional group or industryd 
! What career information did you access and whyd  
! What sort of information would you like to accessd 

 
)hat wor#sd  

! What sort of support would you like to accessd 
! What supports would you like to access to encourage women in business to participate in 

vocational educationd 
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7ppendiA III  )omen in Micro or Cmall Rusiness cuestionnaire 
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